Now that you have purchased a Kitchen Living product you can rest assured in the knowledge that as well as your 2 year parts and labor warranty you have the added peace of mind of dedicated helplines and web support.

AFTER SALES SUPPORT

866-235-5029  mp656@messageplex.com

MODEL NUMBER: HL-2098A, 01/14, 6339
Welcome!

You have made an excellent choice with the purchase of this quality Kitchen Living brand product.

By doing so you now have the assurance and peace of mind which comes from purchasing a product that has been manufactured to the highest standards of performance and safety, supported by the high quality standards of ALDI.

We want you to be completely satisfied with your purchase so this Kitchen Living product is backed by a comprehensive 2 year manufacturer’s warranty and an outstanding after sales service through our dedicated helpline.

We hope you will enjoy using your purchase for many years to come.

If you require technical support, or in the unlikely event that your purchase is faulty, please telephone our helpline for immediate assistance. Faulty product claims made within the 2 year warranty period will be repaired or replaced free of charge, provided that you have satisfactory proof of purchase (keep your receipt safe!). This does not affect your statutory rights. However, be aware that the warranty will become null and void if the product is found to have been deliberately damaged, misused or disassembled.
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Important Safety Instructions

Read this manual thoroughly before first use, even if you are familiar with the product. The safety precautions enclosed herein reduce the risk of fire, electric shock and injury when correctly adhered to.

Signal word definitions

DANGER! This term indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury. Usage of this signal word is limited to the most extreme situations.

WARNING! This term indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION! This term indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may result in minor/moderate injury or product/property damage. It also alerts against unsafe practices.

• Keep the manual in a safe place for future reference, along with the completed warranty card, purchase receipt and carton. If applicable, pass these instructions on to the next owner of the appliance. Always follow basic safety precautions and accident prevention measures when using an electrical appliance, including those listed below.

WARNING! To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock or serious personal injury:

• Always ensure the product is unplugged from the electrical outlet before relocating, assembling, disassembling, or cleaning it.

• Keep the product out of the reach of children and pets. This product is not intended for use by children.

• Do not leave the product unattended while it is in use, especially when children are present. Always unplug the product from the electrical outlet when it is not in use.

• Do not place appliance base in water or expose it to water or other liquids.

• Keep the power cord and the appliance itself away from heated surfaces.

• Do not use attachments not recommended or sold by the product manufacturer.

• Handle the blades with care as they are extremely sharp. Use caution when attaching or detaching the blades.

• Do not touch moving parts (e.g. the blades) while the product is in use. Keep hands and utensils away from the moving blades while operating the product.

• Do not plug/unplug the product into/from the electrical outlet with a wet hand.

• To disconnect the product from an electrical outlet, pull directly on the plug; do not pull on the power cord.
Important Safety Instructions (Cont.)

- Always operate the product with the cover in place.
- Never place the blade assembly on the base unless attached to the jar.
- Do not put any stress on the power cord where it connects to the product, as the power cord could fray and break.
- Keep hands and utensils out of the container while juicing. A scraper may be used, but only when the juicer is not running.
- Do not operate the product if it has a damaged or cut power cord or plug, if wires are exposed, if it malfunctions, or if it is dropped or damaged.
- This product has no user-serviceable parts. Do not attempt to examine or repair this product yourself. Only qualified service personnel should perform any servicing. In case of damage, contact our after sales support line for advice on inspection, repair or return of the damaged product.

**CAUTION!** To reduce the risk of personal injury or product/property damage:

- This appliance is intended for indoor, household use only. It is not suitable for commercial or industrial use.
- Do not use the product outdoors or for anything other than its intended purpose (processing foods for human consumption), and only use it as described in this manual.
- The appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
- Young children should be supervised to ensure they do not play with the appliance. Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children.
- Always operate the product on a flat, stable surface.
- Do not attempt to open any part of the motor housing.
- Do not allow the power cord to hang over the edge of a table or benchtop, where it may be tripped over or pulled.
Important Safety Instructions (Cont.)

Electrical safety

• Check if the voltage indicated on the base of the appliance corresponds to the local mains voltage before you connect the appliance.
• Do not use the appliance when the mains cord, the plug or other components are damaged.
• If the mains cord is damaged, it must be replaced by an authorised service centre or by similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard. Contact our after sales support line for advice.
• To avoid a circuit overload when using this product, do not operate another high-wattage product on the same electrical circuit.
• Avoid the use of an extension cord because the extension cord may overheat increasing the risk of fire. However, if an extension cord must be used, it must be rated not less than 1875W.

CAUTION! Important product-specific instructions

• Make sure all parts are correctly assembled before you switch on the appliance.
• Only use the appliance when safety clamps are locked.
• Do not operate the appliance for more than 40 seconds at a time when juicing heavy loads and let it cool down sufficiently afterwards.
• Never reach into the feeding tube with your fingers or an object while the appliance is running. Only use the pusher for this purpose.
• Only unlock the clamps after you have switched the appliance off and the filter has stopped rotating.
• Do not remove the pulp container when the appliance is in operation.
• Do not touch the small cutting blades in the base of the filter.
• Always unplug the appliance after use.
• Never immerse the motor unit in water or any other liquid. Do not rinse it either.
• Do not use the appliance if the rotating sieve is damaged
Parts List

1. Pusher
2. Feeding tube
3. Lid
4. Pulp container
5. Filter
6. Juicer spout
7. Motor unit
8. Control knob
9. Safety clamp
10. Juice jug
11. Cleaning brush
Getting Started

Before first use

- Unpack the appliance but keep all packaging materials until you have made sure your new juice extractor is undamaged and in good working order. Plastic wrapping can be a suffocation hazard for babies and young children, so ensure all packaging materials are out of their reach.
- Fully unwind the cord and inspect it for damage. Do not use the appliance if anything has been damaged. In such a case, contact our after sales support line for advice on examination, repair or return of the damaged product.
- Read this manual to familiarise yourself with all the parts. Pay particular attention to the safety instructions on the previous pages.
- Make sure the appliance is disconnected from the power supply.
- Holding the rim of the filter with your fingers, lift the stainless steel filter out of the juice collector. Then lift the plastic juice collector off the motor unit.
- Wash all detachable parts with a soft cloth or sponge in warm water and a little washing-up detergent to remove any dust or other remnants from the manufacturing process.

**CAUTION!** Take care to avoid injury from the sharp blades at the bottom of the filter.

- Rinse the parts with clean water and dry.
- When all parts are thoroughly dry, assemble the unit as follows.

Assembly

- Place the juice collector into the appliance — see (1) in Fig. 1 below.
- Tilt the motor unit slightly to attach the pulp container to the appliance, fitting the top end underneath the pulp spout first, then lining up the bottom end — see (2) in Fig. 1 below.
Getting Started (Cont.)

- Put the filter back into the juice collector, making sure it sits securely in place over the drive shaft — see Fig. 2 below. (You should be able to move it around but not lift it out easily.)

- Place the lid with feeding tube on top of the appliance — see Fig. 2 above.
- Snap the safety clamp onto the lid to lock it into place — see (1) in Fig. 3 above.
- Slide the pusher into the feeding tube by aligning the groove in the pusher with the small protrusion on the inside of the feeding tube — see (2) in Fig. 3 above. Make sure the safety clamps are securely locked on either side of the lid.
- Place the juice jug under the spout — see Fig. 4 below.
- Place the lid on top of the juice jug to avoid splattering, or if you want to store the juice in the refrigerator — see Fig. 5 below.
Instructions

Preparing The Food:

- Do not apply very hard fruits and vegetables (e.g., sugar cane) and not strongly fibrous fruits/vegetables (such as bananas, Papayas, avocados, figs, mangoes).
- Thick or solid shells (e.g., from oranges, lemons, pineapple) and stones from stone fruits (e.g., cherries, peaches, apricots) must be removed before juicing.

Note:

- To enjoy juice with the highest possible vitamin content, use freshly harvested fruits and vegetables of the season and drink the fresh juice immediately.
- To prevent the browning of apple juice, add a little Lemon juice.
- Wash fruits and vegetables.
- Thin shells (e.g., apples, pears), stems (e.g., currants) and small seeds (e.g., apples, raspberries) need not to be removed.
- Divide large fruits and vegetables into pieces to properly fit in the funnel.
- The unit has a very wide funnel, so that most carrots and apples can be processed as a whole.
Instructions (Cont.)

Using the juice extractor

- Wash the fruit and/or vegetables you want to juice and cut them into pieces that fit into the feeding tube. (See page 12 for hints.)
- Place the fully assembled juice extractor on a flat, stable work surface, plug it into an appropriate power point and switch on power to the outlet.
- Make sure the juice jug has been placed under the spout.
- Switch the appliance on by turning the control knob to speed setting 1 (low speed) or 2 (normal speed) — see Fig. 6 below.
- Speed 1 is particularly suitable for soft fruit and vegetables such as watermelons, grapes, tomatoes, cucumbers and raspberries.
- Speed 2 is suitable for all types of fruit and vegetables.

CAUTION! The appliance will only function if all parts are properly assembled and the lid is securely locked in place with the clamp.

- Put the pre-cut pieces into the feeding tube, then use the pusher to gently press them down towards the rotating filter — see Fig. 7 above.
  NOTE: Do not exert too much pressure on the pusher, as this could affect the juice quality and it could even cause the filter to come to a halt.
- After you have processed all ingredients and the juice flow has stopped, switch the appliance off and wait until the filter has stopped rotating.
- If the pulp container needs emptying while juicing, switch off the appliance, carefully remove the container, empty it and then reassemble it before you continue juicing.

CAUTION! Never insert your fingers or an object into the feeding tube.
Other Useful Information

Care and cleaning
The appliance is easier to clean if you do so immediately after use.
All detachable parts are dishwasher safe, on the top tray of the dishwasher. Make sure they are placed well away from the heating element.

Do not use abrasive cleaning agents, scourers, acetone or alcohol-based cleaners as they will affect the plastic and steel surfaces.

To clean the juice extractor after use, proceed as follows:

- Switch the appliance off, remove the plug from the wall socket and wait until the filter has stopped rotating.
- Remove the dirty parts from the motor unit. Disassemble the appliance in the following order:
  - Remove the pulp container.
  - Remove the pusher.
  - Open the clamp.
  - Remove the lid.
- Remove the juice collector together with the filter — see Fig. 8 below.
- Clean these parts with a cleaning brush in warm water with some washing-up liquid and rinse them under the tap — see Fig. 9 below.
- Clean the motor unit with a damp cloth.

CAUTION! Never immerse the motor unit in water nor rinse it under the tap.
### Troubleshooting guide

This chapter summarises the most common problems you could encounter with your juice extractor. Please read the different sections for more details.

If you are unable to solve the problem, please contact our after sales support line for advice on examination or repair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The appliance does not work.</td>
<td>The appliance is equipped with a safety system. It will not work if the parts have not been assembled properly. Check whether the parts have been assembled correctly, but switch off the appliance before you do so.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The motor unit gives off an unpleasant smell the first few times the appliance is used.</td>
<td>This is not unusual. If the appliance continues to give off this smell after a few times, check (and possibly reduce) the quantities you are processing and the processing time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The appliance makes a lot of noise, gives off an unpleasant smell, is too hot to touch, gives off smoke etc.</td>
<td>Switch the appliance off and unplug it. Contact our after sales support line for assistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The filter is blocked.</td>
<td>Switch the appliance off, clean the feeding tube and the filter and process a smaller quantity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The filter touches the feeding tube or vibrates strongly during processing.</td>
<td>Switch the appliance off and unplug it. Check if the filter has been properly placed in the juice collector. The ribs in the bottom of the filter should fit properly onto the driving shaft. Check if the filter is damaged. Cracks, a loose grating disc or any other irregularity may cause malfunction. In such a case, contact our after sales support line for assistance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Other Useful Information

Responsible disposal

At the end of its working life, do not throw this appliance out with your household rubbish. Electrical and electronic products contain substances that can have a detrimental effect on the environment and human health if disposed of inappropriately. Observe any local regulations regarding the disposal of electrical consumer goods and dispose of it appropriately for recycling. Contact your local authorities for advice on recycling facilities in your area.
Warranty Card

Juice Extractor

Your details:

Name ____________________________________________

Address _________________________________________

_________________________________________________

__ __________________________ Email ________________

Date of purchase*
* We recommend you keep the receipt with this warranty card.

Location of purchase __________________________________

Description of malfunction:


Return your completed warranty card to:
ALDI Customer Service
NW Fulfillment
549 Heartland Drive
Suite E
Sugar Grove IL 60554

AFTER SALES SUPPORT

866-235-5029  mp656@messageplex.com

MODEL: HL-2098A, 01/14, 6339

YEAR WARRANTY
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